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Blog Post
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Las Vegas, Nevada based A1 Fence LV is pleased to announce that they have published a new blog
post about smart pool safety. The Las Vegas fence company provides commercial, residential and
industrial fence installations and repairs in Las Vegas and the surrounding areas.
Eli Maciel, owner of A1 Fence LV, says, “At A1 Fence LV, we take every job seriously and give them
the same level of importance. However, we must admit that pool fence installations have a special
significance to us. When homeowners trust us with their pool safety fence installation, we know that
they have their priorities right. They are focused on keeping their children, pets and others from harm.”

“Each year the National Safety Council reports heartbreaking statistics about unfortunate pool
accidents,” says Maciel. “At A1 Fence, our goal is to help all homeowners enjoy their pool in a safe
and sound manner. It doesn’t matter whether we’re fencing in an entire back yard or just the pool
itself, we welcome any calls from homeowners looking to take steps to ensure safety around their
pool.”
According to the article, there are other measures homeowners can take to ensure that their pool is
safe in addition to having safety fences. One such safety measure is to install a pool alarm. Pool
alarms, which are available at the big box home improvement stores in a variety of sizes and
capabilities, ensure that no one gets into pool areas without the homeowner’s knowledge. They allow

homeowners to enjoy peace of mind even when they can’t keep their eyes on the pool.
A1 Fence LV also recommends pool safety covers, which they say help with both pool safety and
maintenance. Pool covers are invaluable for maintaining the health of any swimming pool because
they prevent leaves and other debris from getting in the water during windy seasons. Pool safety
covers are also much stronger than standard single purpose pool covers and can support the full
weight of an adult. A1 Fence LV recommends safety covers manufactured by companies like LoopLoc, saying that the company’s pool safety covers, “serve well as your last line of pool defense.”
A1 Fence LV has established themselves as a reliable company that provides excellent fencing
services. On Google, the Las Vegas Fence Contractor has a rating of 4.5/5 stars. In a recent review,
Loretta Brodeur says, “Eli and his crew did a remarkable job. My project was not a large one, but I felt
that my job was just as important as a huge project. He kept me informed on every step of the project
right up to the day of installation. I am very happy and heartily recommend A1 Fence for all your
fencing needs.”
In another review, Melissa Brown says, “I would highly recommend A1 Fence. I worked with Eli on a
rail over the length of my back patio and adding a gate to my side yard fence. Him and his crew were
friendly and professional. They did a beautiful job on the rail and I love my gate. We had a
miscommunication during the project and it was handled quickly and within the quote. Problems come
up, but it's how you handle them that matters to me. Eli and his crew handled it perfectly.”
“You may not be ready to install pool safety fences in the middle of December,” says Maciel. “But
having these safety fences are critically important. When you're ready to take the next step in pool
safety, feel free to reach out to us. We can discuss pool fence installation options, including the type
of material that is best for your specific location, the exact design you want, costs and more.”
Those who want to learn more about A1 Fence LV and the various services they provide are welcome
to explore the company’s website. Additionally, they encourage interested parties to get in touch with
Eli Maciel directly via email, phone, or the contact form on their website. More information about the
company can also be found at the following link: https://www.yelp.com/biz/a1-fence-and-gate-repairlas-vegas-2.
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